
Always available, flexible and secure - software from the cloud 
opens up new ways of working. 
 

Cloud services have established themselves in the pri-
vate sector. With the increasing trend towards location-
independent working, cloud solutions are also gaining 
importance in business IT. Data can be accessed either 
via remote desktop programmes, web browsers or mo-
bile devices such as smartphones, tablets, etc. 

WinLine cloud is a complete solution for 
all business management, logistics and 
production tasks in small and medium-
sized companies.
The prerequisite for using WinLine cloud 
is multi-platform access to WinLine. The 
use of WinLine cloud is initially transpa-
rent according to the pay-per-use model. 
You only pay for the days on which you 
use the WinLine cloud. Billing takes place 

on a daily basis per user login. 

CLOUD
WINLINE IN THE CLOUD

More information on WinLine cloud can be 
found on our website: www.mesonic.com.

The use of software solutions 
in the cloud offers a whole 
range of of advantages. These 
include, for example:

+ Time and location-independent WinLine access
+ Complete solution for all business areas
+ Immediate scalability of user and programme  
 licences 
+ Customisable, as private cloud model
+ Pay-per-use: transparent billing
+ Flexible contract terms

Advantages of using software in the data centre*:
 
+ No implementation & software maintenance effort 
+ Always up-to-date thanks to automatic updates
+ Encrypted access, secure data storage
+ Automatic data backup
+ No investment costs in hardware through the use  
 of external infrastructures
+ Unlimited capacities thanks to large storage volume 

Cost overview:
WinLine cloud+WinLine cloud

Costs per login day and user:

€ 5,70 € 7,90 

All prices in EUR including software maintenance, plus statutory VAT, excluding 
data centre services. Valid from 1.1.2024. A minimum charge applies for each 
named user login in a month: WinLine cloud € 22.80 or WinLine cloud+ € 31.60. 
Subject to changes and errors. Prerequisite: Windows operating system, internet 
access.

* This list contains the services that are usually provided by data centres. Please   
   check the offer of your data centre operator for the individually included services. 
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 FINANCES, ACCOUNTING - ACC1
Financial accounting is first and foremost a commercial information tool; it 
is practically the heart of every company. Because you can only manage 
what you can measure. 

 ORDER ENTRY, INVENTORY MANAGEM. - ACC2
Only those who have administrative tasks efficiently under control can 
save themselves a lot of effort, costs and, above all, time. This is precisely 
why the WinLine ACC2 module controls the entire administration of your 
merchandise management, takes over the organisation and administrati-
on of your projects and monitors quality management. 

 PRODUCTION PLANNING & CONTROL
From production planning to resource and capacity planning,  
WinLine PPS offers everything a classic series manufacturer needs. The 
graphical control centre and the simulation of production orders com-
plete the range of functions. 

 CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT
Control and monitor your sales and marketing campaigns. Create, send 
and save serial mails and letters, lists and analyses. Individual templates, 
the inclusion of variables and integration into Microsoft Office solutions 
optimise handling.

 ARCHIVING
Archive your WinLine documents in our integrated archive system. 
You can summarise related transactions using links and „brackets“ and 
quickly find them again using the automated keywording.

 SYSTEM TOOLS
WinLine provides you with numerous tools for managing and admini-
stering the system. These include a wizard-supported list generator, the 
management information system, master data import/export and a form 
editor. 

 ACC1+
Use the liquidity analysis to monitor the financial situation of your company 
and the payment behaviour of your debtors. With the extended dunning 
management function, you can shorten the payment channels of your cus-
tomers. 

 ACC2+
Here you have the opportunity to pick goods and create down payment 
and partial payment invoices. 

 PPS+ 
If you are unable to carry out a specific execution in production yourself 
or your internal resources are fully utilised, external production supports 
you. Here you can manage the external assignment of production orders 
- generally or as required. 

 SYSTEM TOOLS+
These WinLine tools are helpful tools that make your daily work even 
easier: Define the individual access authorisation of users or groups and 
monitor auditing. Customise the screen masks to suit your requirements. 
Archive all receipts and documents - whether internal or external - in the 
WinLine. Run time-consuming analyses and services automatically at 
night or digitally record and process your incoming invoices quickly and 
automatically. All this and much more is possible with WinLine System 
tools+

 MULTI+
Two-factor authentication ensures a high level of security for user access 
to WinLine. 

Basic module WinLine cloud Advanced module WinLine cloud+

 BI+
Analyse your data systematically - on the basis of documents, articles, re-
presentatives, budgets, etc. or from a geographical perspective. And you 
can do this across all clients, financial years and applications. The results 
are clearly displayed in a dashboard and can be automatically reported 
within the company. 

 CRM & WORKFLOWS / MULTI-PLATFORM
With the integrated workflow management, you can create work pro-
cesses in WinLine CRM that are customised to your company and run 
automatically. In addition, the CRM system is fully integrated into the 
WinLine ERP. This means that you have access to all important customer, 
product and market data at all times - whether in the web browser, via 
remote desktop or mobile devices.

With WinLine cloud, you can organise your business IT in the areas of accounting, controlling, 
purchasing, merchandise management, warehouse, CRM and production. 


